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The Consortium 
Eight organisations with the possibility of a future partner after 12 months.

1. Ford Motor Company Ltd an automotive manufacturer, 
2. Vodafone a 5G network provider 
3. Vacuum Furnace Engineering (VFE) market leading provider of maintenance servicing 

for the heat treatment industry,
4. ATS specialists in machine learning development and implementation,
5. TM-Forum (TMF) experts in closed loop automation, logistics management, leading to 

a reduction in down-time, waste and laying the foundations for the flexible factory, 
6. HSSMI specialise in manufacturing industry on scale up, digitalisation and circular 

economy,
7. TWI specialists in joining technology and non-destructive testing (NDT), 
8. Lancaster University specialist in data structure, processing, security and 

management.



5GEM - Project scope 
MPN- Mobile private network

Use Case 2: Vacuum Furnace at TWIUse case  1: Laser welding at 
Ford and TWI



Description of the Business need which the trials will address? 
Ford Europe- Powertrain Footprint

Example: 
Panther Engine – Dagenham (all new Nov 2015)

Connected machines (225) :
Assembly- 125
Head Machining- 53
Crank Machining- 52
Cyl Block - 55
+ capacity machines, upgrades, infrastructure, logistics

Connected machines:
Europe  5000 +
Globally  1 mill +

Electrification requires significant changes to this 
footprint.

There is an opportunity to build a case to change the way 
we do this…



Description of the Business need which the trials will address? 

Fixed connections take too long to complete, 
maintain and validate

Equipment cannot easily be reconfigured or 
move during production

Remote expert  access is only possible via Ford 
Networks- cyber security risk

Data connections, decision making and analysis  
is dispersed across shop floor based computers

Physical limitations on the amount of data that 
can be transferred and stored

5G as a 
potential  
Enabler

Safer, faster connections that can  be 
validated   prior to equipment delivery

Reconfigurations without network updates
Constant data from moving equipment

Equipment communicating with manufacturers, 
experts, service providers as well as Ford 
Network. Use technology such as AR, AI

Provide more robust and manageable, 
centralised remote computing

New and increased amounts of data traffic 
accommodated

Current Future 



Description of the Use Cases : Laser Welding 

User Interface
Existing ‘hard’ data transfer

Proposed 5G data transfer

Control
Hardware

Process
Control

Data processing/data 
analysis algorithms User

1

User

3

User

2

Stator Hairpin joining

Battery Bus Bar Joining

Laser Welding 
Process data

State-of-health data

Remote 
monitoring

Multiple data users inside and beyond the factory



Description of the Use Cases Vacuum Furnace

User Interface
Existing ‘hard’ data transfer

Proposed 5G data transfer

Control
Hardware

Process
Control

Data processing/data 
analysis algorithms 

User

1

User

3

User

2

Process data

State-of-health data

Remote 
monitoring

High temperature
furnace processing

Vacuum furnace



Improved launch is a business imperative

Safer, faster connections that can  be 
validated   prior to equipment delivery

Reconfigurations without network updates
Constant data from moving equipment

Equipment communicating with manufacturers, 
experts, service providers as well as Ford 
Network. Use technology such as AR, AI

Provide more robust and manageable, 
centralised remote computing

New and increased amounts of data traffic 
accommodated

Factory of 
the future 
and IoT 
Enablers

What offers the best opportunity for Ford?

Evaluating the ideas for commercial sustainability 



Thank you

Chris White
5GEM PROJECT LEAD

CHRIS.WHITE@FORD.COM

+44 7711 916930

Or via LinkedIN…

http://FORD.COM

